The Café décor package exudes a traditional feel.

Select your favorite elements from each of the categories to craft your own Coffee Bistro. Available in three tiered options, there’s sure to be a perfect fit for your style and budget.

**SIGNAGE OPTIONS**

Branded experiences appeal to students, and clear signage helps them move freely and quickly through the line.

**SCHOOL BRAND**

Your school’s logo, initials or mascot can be added to customizable art elements to build school spirit.
Coffee Bistro creates appealing, on-trend destinations out of spaces of any size. Inspired by local coffee shops and beloved baristas, this tiered décor package is sure to please. Crafted to fit any budget, your Coffee Bistro will quickly become the place to be. A flexible combination of signage, décor elements, artwork and coordinated furniture make transforming your space easier than pouring a perfect latte.

**ART ELEMENTS**

No matter the space, wall art can be creatively placed to generate points of interest and attract students.

We’ve even paired the perfect wall paint colors for you!

**DÉCOR ELEMENTS**

Make ordering a breeze with coordinating menus and bulletin boards. Carry the theme further with ceiling décor and floor decals.

**CUSTOM FURNITURE**

There are coordinating furniture options to compliment your new Coffee Bistro - table tops, chairs, service counters and more!

Need more help? Our design services can reinvent your space.
CAFÉ, PACKAGE 1
CAFÉ, PACKAGE 1

EXPANDABLE PANEL ART, QTY. 1
These 4’x8’ wall mount panels can feature our creative art (A.1) or your school mascot and initials (A.2). A flexible option!
Wall Mounted: 6mm PVC

OR

EXPANDABLE WALL ART
Our expandable art collection allows any size of space to fill its need. One to eight graphics, available in stained MDF frames with acrylic “glass”, or PVC substrate. These framed art images reflect coffee cups, carafes, and themed words.

WALL ART, QTY. 3
Perfect near counter seating or on a long wall, these coordinated pieces feature coffee-inspired words and icons paired with fun patterns. Get the most impact when hung as a grouping of multiple pieces.
Single-Sided, 6mm PVC, Wall Mounted
COORDINATING FURNITURE
Add appeal and unexpected detail to your space with custom tabletops, matching chairs and fun patterns.

QTY.4

Bent Plywood Chair w/ Y Back
Bistro Height

QTY.2

36" round table w/ custom graphic laminate
Bistro Height

PAINT SUGGESTIONS

SW 6687 - Lantern Light
SW 7052 - Gray Area
SW 7032 - Warm Stone
SW 6635 - Determined Orange
SW 6502 - Loch Blue

CONDIMENT SIGNAGE, QTY.1

‘Stirring Station’ signage moves guests quickly through checkout and over to the condiment area.
Wall Mounted PVC

MENU BOARD, QTY. 1

The menu board can easily be changed out to feature specials on an 8 ½ x 11” sheet of paper.
Wall Mounted PVC
CAFÉ, PACKAGE 2
CAFÉ, PACKAGE 2

EXPANDABLE PANEL ART, QTY. 1
These 4’x8’ wall mount panels can feature our creative art (A.1) or your school mascot and initials (A.2). A flexible option!
Wall Mounted: 6mm PVC

OR

WALL ART, QTY. 6
Perfect near counter seating or on a long wall, these coordinated pieces feature coffee-inspired words and icons paired with fun patterns. Get the most impact when hung as a grouping of multiple pieces.
Single-Sided, 6mm PVC, Wall Mounted

QUE LINE, QTY. 1
Keep your lines - and the coffee-flowing freely with metal, coffee bean-themed que lines.
Heavy-duty and built to last, yet movable to easily reconfigure your area when needed.
Powder-Coated Steel

FLOOR DECAL, QTY. 1
These durable vinyl decals make a big statement. It is stylized as a rug to enhance a warm, welcoming ambiance.
The menu board can easily be changed out to feature specials on an 8 ½ x 11” sheet of paper. Wall Mounted PVC

'Stirring Station' signage moves guests quickly through checkout and over to the condiment area. Wall Mounted PVC

Add appeal and unexpected detail to your space with custom tabletops, matching chairs and fun patterns.

Bent Plywood Chair w/ Y Back
- Standard Height

Bent Plywood Chair w/ Y Back
- Bistro Height

36” round table w/ custom graphic laminate
- Bistro Height

36” round table w/ custom graphic laminate
- Standard Height
CAFÉ, PACKAGE 3
CAFÉ, PACKAGE 3

EXPANDABLE PANEL ART, QTY. 2

These 4’x8’ wall mount panels can feature our creative art (A.1) or your school mascot and initials (A.2). A flexible option!

Wall Mounted: 6mm PVC

WALL ART, QTY. 8

Perfect near counter seating or on a long wall, these coordinated pieces feature coffee-inspired words and icons paired with fun patterns. Get the most impact when hung as a grouping of multiple pieces.

Single-Sided, 6mm PVC, Wall Mounted

FLOOR DECAL, QTY. 1

These durable vinyl decals make a big statement. It is stylized as a rug to enhance a warm, welcoming ambiance.
**NASDAQ DECOR PACKAGES**

**PAINT SUGGESTIONS**

- **SW 6687** - Lantern Light
- **SW 7052** - Gray Area
- **SW 7032** - Warm Stone
- **SW 6635** - Determined Orange
- **SW 6502** - Loch Blue

**CONDIMENT SIGNAGE, QTY. 1**

'Stirring Station' signage moves guests quickly through checkout and over to the condiment area.

Wall Mounted PVC

**MENU BOARD, QTY. 1**

The menu board can easily be changed out to feature specials on an 8 ½ x 11” sheet of paper.

Wall Mounted PVC

**COORDINATING FURNITURE**

Add appeal and unexpected detail to your space with custom tabletops, matching chairs and fun patterns.

**QTY.8**

- **Bent Plywood Chair w/ Y Back**
  - Standard Height

**QTY.8**

- **Bent Plywood Chair w/ Y Back**
  - Bistro Height

**QTY.1**

- **24”X42” round table w/ custom graphic laminate**
  - Standard Height

**QTY.2**

- **36” round table**
  - Bistro Height
Build Participation & School Spirit

REVENUE IS BREWING.

Coffee Bistro décor packages create appealing, on-trend destinations out of spaces of any size. Inspired by local coffee shops and crafted to fit any budget, these elements make transforming your space easier than pouring a perfect latte.
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